Focus on
Constant
Hire great
personnel
traveling,
attitudes, and
management,
majority of time
teach them any
training, career
devoted to
functionality
planning, and
personnel
that they need
related
programs to
increase retention
activities
Create universe
Identify and
of satellite
reward the
CEOs who act
motivated,
Individual
as the CEO
caring, and
empower
would
optimistic
ment
members of the
organization
Strategy
formulation
close to
business units

Travel up to
90% of the
time

Develop cadre of
highly skilled
men and women:
consulting
engineers or
“swat teams”

Studying
technological
research, analyzing
competitors
products, and
meeting with
engineers &
customers

HUMAN
ASSET
APPROACH

22%

15%

Delegate day to
day operations
to valued
employees

The
Ways
CEOs
Lead

Strategy CEOs
devote much of their time to the
collection, cultivation, and
analysis of data. They
rigorously gather and test
information about markets,
economic trends, customers’
purchasing patterns,
competitors’ capabilities, and
other matters external to their
organizations’ operations.

STRATEGY
APPROACH

Successful in
highly regulated
companies or in
industries
wherein safety is
a paramount
concern

These five
approaches offer a
framework for
understanding how
CEOs manage to give
structure and meaning
to their infinite jobs,
learning to lead
as they go..

“A business is a living organism. There
will always be a point where the
environment changes, the competition
changes, something critical changes,
and you must realize this and take the
leading role in meeting change.”

CEOs must
lead with
conscious
intent.

Develop detailed,
prescriptive
policies,
procedures, and
rewards to reinforce
desired behaviors

The Box: a set of
procedural,
financial, and
cultural controls to
which members of
the organization
must conform

Develop & use
common
language &
symbols to create
core of like
minded
employees

Building
frameworks and
drawing
boundaries are
primary
responsibilities

BOX
APPROACH

30%

Create, communicate, and monitor an explicit
set of controls–financial, cultural, or both, that
ensure uniform, predictable behaviors and
experiences for customers and employees.
Passion,
energy, and
openness to a
new reinvented
tomorrow
Goal of
building not just
better organizations
but organizations
that enthusiastically
embrace ambiguity,
uncertainty and
upheaval

15%

160 CEOs
12 Months

Ensure uniform,
predictable
behaviors and
experiences for
customers &
employees

Value seniority
from within,
promoting people
with many years
of service to the
corporate team

Hire non
conformists
and risk
takers

Continual
Reinvention

Combine
consensus building
with public and
dramatic displays of
top management
support for new ways
of doing business

Devote
themselves to
understanding the
company’s point of
departure, selecting its
point of arrival, and
mapping the route
between them.

Create, test, and design the
implementation of long-term
strategy

The stakes are
too high for a
CEO to lead
without clarity,
consistency, and
commitment.

EXPERTISE
APPROACH

Research identifies 5 key
approaches to executive
leadership...

80% of time
devoted to
matters
external
operations

20%

Cultivation and
continual
improvement of
expertise

Intensely involved
in company
communications,
internal &
external

Select, cultivate, and spread a
competitive expertise up, down,
and across the business units
of the organization.

Impart certain values,
behaviors, and attitudes by
closely managing the growth &
development of individuals.

Focus on
Customers,
competitors,
technological
advances,
market trends

Expertise can be a
process, a
package of ideas
and techniques, or
a carefully
developed area of Seek employees
with flexible minds,
competence
lack biases, and
demonstrate
willingness to be
immersed,
indoctrinated

Focus on
“Getting
there” versus
“arrival”

Chief role
is directing the
complete overhaul of
practically everything
about their companies,
down to the
fundamental
underpinnings

CHANGE
APPROACH

Embrace
the gestalt
of change

Use of
speeches,
meetings, and
other forms of
communication
to motivate

Create an environment of continual
reinvention, even if such an environment
produces anxiety and confusion, leads to
some strategic mistakes, and temporarily
hurts financial performance.

CEOs’ approach
can and should
change over the
course of his or
her tenure.

“No matter where a company is located or what it
makes, its CEO must develop a guiding,
overarching philosophy about how he or she can
best add value. This philosophy determines the
CEO’s approach to leadership...a coherent,
explicit style of management.”

35-50%
All CEOs
replaced within
5 years.

Visual matrix developed by
Wolfram Alderson, based upon
ideas presented by
Charles M. Farkas and Suzy
Wetlaufer in an article published
in the
Harvard Business Review,
May-June, 1996

